To realize the full potential of biological databases (DBs) requires more than the interactive, hypertext avor of database interoperation that is now so popular in the bioinformatics community. Interoperation based on declarative queries to multiple network-accessible databases will support analyses and investigations that are orders of magnitude faster and more powerful than what can be accomplished through interactive navigation. I present a vision of the capabilities that a query-based interoperation infrastructure should provide, and identify assumptions underlying, and requirements of, this vision. I then propose an architecture for query-based interoperation that includes a number of novel components of an information infrastructure for molecular biology. These components include: a knowledge base that describes relationships among the conceptualizations used in di erent biological databases; a module that can determine the DBs that are relevant to a particular query; a module that can translate a query and its results from one conceptualization to another; a collection of DB drivers that provide uniform physical access to di erent database management systems; a suite of translators that can interconvert among di erent database schema languages; and a database that describes the network location and access methods for biological databases. A number of the components are translators that bridge the heterogeneities that exist between biological DBs at several di erent levels, including the conceptual level, the data model, the query language, and data formats.
Introduction
Great progress has been made in the last few years in providing interactive, hypertext modes of interoperation among molecular-biology databases. The World Wide Web (WWW) has emerged as a powerful tool for allowing scientists to interactively view entries from di erent databases, and to navigate from one database to another via database links. But, contrary to the views of some bioinformaticians, the WWW is not the holy grail of DB interoperation. A more powerful form of interoperation, based upon complex multidatabase queries, will support analyses and investigations that are orders of magnitude faster and more powerful than what the WWW supports using pointand-click navigation. This paper outlines a more ambitious model of database interoperation. I describe the types of multidatabase queries that should be supported by a system for providing interoperation of molecularbiology DBs, and I propose a computational architecture for the system. The di erent components of this architecture can be implemented by di erent bioinformatics groups. Furthermore, this entire architecture need not be developed all at once. The di erent components can be developed incrementally, as plug-and-play modules that can be integrated with one another, and with other bioinformatics software. An incremental approach is bene cial for two reasons. First, subsets of the overall architecture can yield powerful new functionality in the short term. Second, the proposed components span a range of di culty from straight-forward application of existing computer-science techniques to problems that are the subject of current computer-science research, and will therefore require varying amounts of time to accomplish. 1 The components of my proposed architecture include: a knowledge base that describes relationships among the conceptualizations used in di erent biological databases; a module that can determine what known DBs are relevant to a particular query; a module that can translate a query, or the results of a query, from one conceptualization to another; a collection of DB drivers that provide uniform physical access to di erent database management systems (DBMSs); a suite of translators that interconvert among di erent database schema languages; and a database that lists the network locations and access methods for biological databases. A number of the components are translators that bridge the heterogeneities that biological DBs exhibit at several di erent levels, including the conceptual level, the data model, the query language, and data formats. The paper begins by describing current approaches to database interoperation in the bioinformatics community, in Section 2. Section 3 states a number of the background assumptions made by our approach, and compares them with the assumptions made in other approaches. It also assesses the degree to which current bioinformatics projects in database interoperation can achieve the capabilities described herein. Section 4 discusses the di erent forms of heterogeneity that can exist among DBs. Section 5 presents a sample multidatabase query, and outlines how the proposed architecture would process it. Sections 6{8 describe each phase of query processing, and each component of the overall architecture, in more detail. 1 Because existing computer-science techniques can be used to realize some aspects of the vision articulated herein, many aspects of this vision should not be very surprising to those familiar with this area of computer science.
Current Bioinformatics Work on Database Interoperation
The goal of DB interoperation research is to allow users to interact with a set of disconnected, heterogeneous DBs as seamlessly as they interact with each individual DB. The word \interact" denotes many modes of use: general browsing, seeking information about particular objects, performing complex queries and analytical computations, and updates (this paper does not address the update problem). Past work on DB interoperation in the bioinformatics community has taken one of the four technical approaches described in the following subsections. Note that these approaches are not mutually exclusive. For example, approach (2) could serve as the implementation strategy for approach (1). Section 3 discusses the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches in detail.
Approach 1: Hypertext Navigation
This approach allows users to interactively navigate from some presentation of an entry in one member DB, to an entry in another member DB, by traversing links between the two. Generally, only two operations are supported: searching within one DB to nd a starting entry (such as retrieving a Genbank entry using a protein name), and then requesting a linked entry from another DB. Given a display of a Genbank entry, for example, the user could request to see an associated Medline entry that was explicitly listed in the Genbank entry. In some cases the navigational links are supplied by each member DB; in other cases the links are added by the navigation system. This approach is usually implemented using an information-retrieval system to provide fast indexed access to at-le DBs, rather than by employing a DBMS. Representative systems include SRS by Etzold (Etzold and Argos, 1993) , the ExPASy WWW server by Bairoch, 2 Entrez by NCBI (Benson et al., 1994) , and Genome Net. 3
Approach 2: A Data Warehouse
In this approach, a set of heterogeneous DBs are translated and physically loaded into a single database called the data warehouse. For each DB that is integrated into the warehouse, we must de ne a translator from the format and conceptualization of that DB, into the format and conceptualization of the warehouse (central) DB. The conceptualization of the warehouse DB must subsume the conceptualizations of all member DBs that are included in the warehouse. As an example, this approach could be applied to load SwissProt, PDB, and PIR into one large ORACLE DB (ORACLE is a product of Oracle Corp. of Redwood Shores, CA). The warehouse conceptualization must include both the sequence information in SwissProt and PIR, and the structural information in PDB. Translations must be de ned from the di ering conceptualizations of SwissProt and of PIR to the warehouse conceptualization. Once all DBs are present in the ORACLE warehouse, arbitrary DBMS queries can be applied to the data. Query processing is fast in warehouse systems because the data are local. Representative systems include IGD by Ritter (Ritter et al., 1994) , and Aberer's system (Aberer, 1994 This approach allows users to construct complex queries that are evaluated against multiple, physically distinct, heterogeneous DBs. A query explicitly identi es both the member DBs that it applies to, and the tables and attributes (in the case of a relational DBMS) that are to be queried within each DB. A single query can include references to several DBs. This approach is used by a group at the University of Pennsylvania Hart et al., 1994; Wong, 1994) . Their implementation, called Kleisli, includes a powerful query language called CPL that models complex DB datatypes such as the lists, sets, records, and variants used in ASN.1 (International Organization for Standardization, 1987) . CPL can express queries on such datatypes, and can encode transformation rules among datatypes, such as projection to simplify a complex type. Kleisli has been used to successfully answer one of the challenge queries from the DOE Informatics Summit (Robbins, 1994) : Find information on the known DNA sequences on human chromosome 22, as well as information on homologous sequences from other organisms. Kleisli answered that query by combining chromosomal location information from a GDB Sybase server with sequence and homology data from a Genbank Entrez (ASN.1) server .
Approach 4: Federated Databases
The term \federated database system" has a number of connotations. It denotes the general notion of \a collection of cooperating but autonomous database systems" (Sheth and Larson, 1990) . It also denotes a family of related architectures for DB interoperability. We use the second, more precise meaning. The federated architecture resembles approach (3) in that it does not force member DBs to be physically integrated within one DBMS. Like approach (2), the federated approach de nes mappings between a single federated schema, and the schemas of the member DBs. User queries are dynamically translated from the federated schema to the schemas of the member DBs. In a federation of relational DBMSs, for example, the translation can be implemented using views. Surprisingly, although the federated approach is the traditional approach within the computer-science community, it has received little attention in the bioinformatics community. One explanation is that the federated approach is usually applied to relational DBs, which are not as common in bioinformatics as are at les. Another explanation is that the federated approach is complex to implement.
Assumptions and Requirements
Every approach to DB interoperation is designed to satisfy certain requirements, and is based on various simplifying assumptions (I call the assumptions plus requirements the background). Few bioinformatics projects articulate either aspect of the background. But because the background delimits the class of problems that a given approach can solve, we cannot understand when that approach will succeed or fail if its requirements and assumptions are not stated. This section identi es the background that inspired the architecture presented herein. I also evaluate the degree to which the other four major approaches to interoperation (see Section 2) can satisfy the requirements stated here, and whether they make comparable assumptions. I strongly doubt that any background de nes the needs of all biologist users. My belief, however, is that the background stated here provides a demanding set of requirements that summarize the needs of a majority of scientists. Therefore, the architecture I present provides a common denominator that could solve the needs of many groups.
Requirement 1 Users must be able to issue complex declarative multidatabase queries.
A multiDB query (implicitly or explicitly) requests and combines information from several DBs (such as the set of all kinases in PIR and SwissProt). A declarative query declares what information the user wants, but does not specify the procedure used to retrieve the information. A declarative query is complex if it combines operations such as arithmetic comparisons, regular-expression matching, and logical connectives such as conjunction, disjunction, and quanti cation. Example: Find all protein sequences of kinases or membrane-spanning proteins whose pI is greater than 7.0. This requirement is not met by approach (1).
Assumption 1 Write access to member DBs is not required by most users, and will be provided by special \back-door" mechanisms, which this paper is not concerned with.
The other four approaches mentioned in Section 2 are not concerned with the multiDB update problem either.
Requirement 2 Updates to member DBs occur frequently (roughly every day), and users place high priority on timely access to the newest data.
Approaches (1,3,4) provide immediate access to updates since they send distributed queries to networked servers where the updates occur. This requirement challenges the warehousing approach, which replicates DBs. Although in theory nothing prevents the warehousing approach from incorporating streams of updates from each member DB, in practice I know of no warehouses that do so because so few member DBs are set up to transmit updates incrementally to interested parties.
Assumption 2 The schemas of member DBs change quickly | on the average of two or three times per year.
The justi cation for this assumption is that the complexity of biological information dictates that many iterations are required to develop conceptual models of high delity. Those iterations may take a number of years, and are not guaranteed to converge on a stable schema, both because the scope of the DB project may change, and because biology itself is rapidly developing new experimental and analytical techniques that must be re ected in DB schemas.
Requirement 3 Users should not be forced to circumscribe their queries in advance to a relatively small number of DBs (on the order of one or two dozen DBs).
Approaches (1) and (3) satisfy this requirement. Warehousing approaches typically require a long compilation phase in which the warehouse is constructed from the component DBs that are of interest to the user. Because it is not currently practical to put all existing molecular-biology DBs in a single warehouse, users must therefore specify some set of DBs for inclusion in the warehouse. But that choice constrains the queries the user will be able to make, therefore the warehousing approach will be unacceptable to users who cannot predict in advance which of the hundreds of existing molecular-biology DBs they will need to query. Taken together, Assumption 2 and Requirement 3 imply that the schema of some member DB changes on the order of every few weeks. Schema changes wreak havoc with approaches (2) and (4), therefore: Requirement 4 Special high-level tools must be provided for handling the rapid pace of schema change (multiple changes across all member DBs).
Approach (2) will fail to handle schema changes unless high-level (and highly modi able) translation facilities are provided. Otherwise, the time required to modify the translations will drastically slow the incorporation of updates. Less frequently, schema changes to member DBs will require changes to the warehouse schema, which will require the warehouse to be rebuilt. The IGD system does provide high-level translation rules for converting data into the format of the warehouse schema. Approach (3) will be inconvenient because it forces users to have extensive knowledge of (changing) DB schemas. The robustness of approach (4) will also depend on the existence of high-level translation facilities.
Assumption 3 All relevant DBs can answer complex declarative queries via Internet.
Embarrassingly, and importantly, this assumption is now violated for a number of important DBs. We cannot currently issue a complex declarative query via the Internet to GenBank, to SwissProt, to PDB, or to all of Medline. (At least, the organizations that produce these databases do not o er such a service, although in some cases third parties do provide the service). For that matter, we cannot retrieve a single object according to its internal identi er by issuing a simple network-based query to many of the preceding DBs. This situation must be recti ed. It is conceivable that this assumption could be relaxed to the assumption that relevant DBs can process simple queries (such as selection based on only a single eld) submitted via Internet, rather than full declarative queries. This approach would require the interoperation software to transfer larger amounts of data over the network, and to perform the query processing that the member DB was unable to do.
Assumption 4 Sophisticated user interfaces will emerge to help biologists compose complex queries.
This paper does not address the issue of query formulation.
Requirement 5 Database heterogeneity is here to stay, at a variety of levels. We need powerful tools for managing heterogeneity.
This requirement is so important that we devote the next section to it.
Requirement 6 We should not require users (who formulate queries) to know of the existence, or the physical location, or the access mechanisms, for every DB that is relevant to their query.
One could argue that this requirement is subsumed by Requirement 1, in that this requirement could be viewed as one of declarativeness. We state a separate requirement because these notions are not part of the traditional de nition of declarativeness. The idea that biologists should not be required to keep track of the mechanisms for accessing every biological DB should not be controversial. Information such as the Internet host on which a DB resides, the IP port on which queries are accepted (such as SQL queries), and the query language or API in use, are not only too mundane and technical for most biologists to be concerned with, but this information also changes too fast for even the most sophisticated users to track (and will change more quickly as DBs are replicated).
As databases proliferate, we should go a step further and postulate that the user will also want intelligent assistance in determining what DBs are relevant to answering his/her query. Scientists will not be willing to miss out on a discovery because they were not aware of a new DB that just came online that could have answered their query. An example query that we pose in Section 5 requests clusters of linked genes without regard for species. As genome centers and genome DBs spring up all over the world, can we really expect scientists to keep track of every one? On the other hand, users must be able to have a say in which DBs are utilized to answer their query. Users may prefer to avoid certain information sources, and to give others the rst crack. Such preferences should be considered by the Mediator-based architecture that we propose. Approach (4) satis es this requirement. Approach (2) satis es it for only those DBs that are within the warehouse. That is, approach (2) provides no mechanism for discovering relevant new DBs.
Requirement 7 We should not require users to be familiar with the schema of every database that is relevant to their query.
Again, as DBs proliferate, it is unrealistic to expect every user to be intimately familiar with the schema of every DB. This requirement is violated by approach (3) because it requires user queries to identify every table and attribute in every DB that is queried.
4 Levels of Heterogeneity Molecular biology DBs are created by such a diverse set of international groups that nobody has the power to legislate standards at any single level of abstraction, much less at all of the existing levels of heterogeneity, such as the conceptualization (e.g., a schema for genomic maps), the data model (e.g., relational versus object oriented), or the query language. It is staggering to consider the number of ways in which two DBs that are concerned with the same subject matter can di er. A standard exercise in introductory genetics classes illustrates the exponential space of genetic variation in humans by noting that even when considering a handful of traits, no two people in the class are likely to have the same combination of phenotypes. Although the space of DB variation is considerably smaller than that of genetic traits, DB designers must make so many choices when designing a DB to solve the same problem that the likelihood that di erent choices will be made, and therefore of incompatibility between the DBs, is overwhelming (for that matter, di erent people can perceive the same problem in di erent ways, thereby biasing them to pursue di erent solutions). Some of those choices are as follows. Every DB must have a conceptualization: a \semantic structure which encodes the implicit rules constraining the structure of a piece of reality" (Guarino and Giaretta, 1995) . A conceptualization is a model of the domain objects of interest, the relevant properties of those objects, and the relationships between those objects. DB designers frequently arrive at di erent conceptualizations of the same domain, yielding heterogeneity at the semantic level. For example, conceptualizations of genomic maps may allow loci to exist in a total order, or in a partial order; they may allow loci to overlap, or not; they may encode uncertainty in the positions of loci, or not; and they may encode locus positions in di erent units of measurement. An ontology is a \logical theory which gives an explicit, partial account of a conceptualization" (Guarino and Giaretta, 1995) . That logical theory must make use of a data model such as the object-oriented model, the entity-relationship model (Chen, 1976) , or the frame model (Karp, 1992) . 4 Two DB designers who happen to choose the same conceptualization may choose to express it using di erent data models (such as entity relationship versus object oriented). Or, they may choose di erent variants of the same model, such as the OPM (Chen and Markowitz, 1995) or Gemstone variant of the objectoriented model. And even if they chose the exact same variant of the same data model, it is quite possible to use di erent languages to encode the same data model (although in practice, when the data-de nition languages di er, the data models also di er).
Imagine that through some strange twist of fate, two DB designers chose to encode the exact same conceptualization of genetic maps using exactly the same data-de nition language, such as the tablede nition subset of ORACLE SQL. They could still arrive at di erent schemas by choosing di erent relational encodings of that common conceptualization (that is, the same set of conceptual entities and relationships could be encoded using di erent sets of tables and of columns). And even given identical table structures, the designers could choose di erent table and attribute names, and di erent datatypes (e.g., long int versus short int).
The conclusion? The combinatorial nature of the choices made by a DB designer make it very unlikely that two designers will arrive at the same design for DBs in the same domain. Therefore, a federated information infrastructure must treat heterogeneity as a primary consideration, and provide powerful 4
For the purposes of this paper, we consider an ontology to be the same as a schema. But in many contexts it is productive to distinguish the two by considering a schema to be a lower-level speci cation that includes implementation information such as the existence of indices and the dimensions of arrays. tools that address heterogeneity directly. Approaches that do not address the majority of these levels are doomed to failure when confronted with even a moderate number of databases. For example, the planned reorganization of GDB as a federation of small, homogeneous DBs is proposed as a \federation in microcosm" whose \basic organizational scheme can be applied to the larger federation" of biological DBs (Fasman, 1994) . However, the organizational scheme proposed by Fasman et al makes no provision for any type of heterogeneity, and states that \the federation requires the establishment of common semantics for data across all participating databases" (which in fact is not true for standard federation techniques, which require only a global schema at the federation level).
Overview of the Architecture
Complex multidatabase queries pose questions that span more than one biological database. The DOE Informatics Summit produced a valuable list of such queries (Robbins, 1994) ; another list can be found in the MIMBD-94 workshop report (Karp, 1994) . Here we consider a scenario for answering the following query, which would be of interest to a scientist investigating the evolution of metabolic pathways: Find examples of tightly clustered genes that code for enzymes in a single metabolic pathway. That is, nd examples where some of the genes for a metabolic pathway are localized within a genome, such as the clusters of genes involved in tryptophan biosynthesis, and in histidine biosynthesis, in the E. coli genome. Because this query does not restrict its scope to any particular species, answering this query requires searching all existing metabolic DBs to obtain lists of enzymes within a given metabolic pathway, and lists of the genes that encode those enzymes. We would then have to search all existing genome DBs for the map positions of those genes. Answering this query using the WWW would require literally thousands of interactive mouse clicks, and manual integration of thousands of intermediate results, and would probably require days of e ort. Imagine repeating such e orts 6 months later to access newer versions of the DBs! In our proposed architecture (see Figure 1) , the sequence of steps from formulating to answering of this query are as follows (summarized in Figure 2 ).
1. The user speci es the query using a user interface that assists him/her in formulating complex structured queries without having to know a traditional query language such as SQL. The interface translates the query into a declarative language (such as rst-order logic) that is understood by the Mediator. 2. The query is processed by the Mediator, which contains several modules (see Figure 1) The QE sends a query to D i , using a toolkit of DB drivers that provide a uniform physical interface to a wide range of DBMSs. For example, an ORACLE driver provides the QE with access to any ORACLE DB, and a set of at le drivers could provide access to at le DBs in a range of more or less standard formats. A DB driver translates the query it receives from the QE into the query language accepted by D i . The QE translates the result returned by the query from both the format and the conceptualization of D i into the format and the conceptualization of the user's query.
5. Query results are assembled and returned to the user, who can view the results with a GUI and perhaps re ne the original query.
The remainder of the paper considers each of these steps in detail.
Wiederhold proposed the notion of a Mediator (Wiederhold, 1992) as a \fat interface layer" in between a user and one or more DBs of interest to that user. A Mediator is a fat layer in the sense that it applies signi cant amounts of processing to translate between di erences in the user's environment (conceptualization, query language, data model, format, etc.), and the environment of each DB the user wishes to access.
Identifying Relevant Information Sources
Put simply, the rst step in answering a question is deciding where to look for the answer. Taken together, Requirements 6 and 7 (which insulate the user from knowledge of DB locations, accessmethods, and schemas) call for a program (the Relevance Module) that takes as input a query, and produces as output, a list of DBs that are relevant to the query. For our example query, the Relevance Module may determine that both EcoCyc (Karp et al., 1996) and EMP (Selkov et al., 1989) are relevant in our scenario because both contain information about enzymes and metabolic pathways. It may also identify a number of DBs that contain genomic mapping information as relevant, such as GDB and ACeDB. The Relevance Module could produce such results by employing an additional input, namely the Knowledge Base of Databases (KoD). The KoD would list, for each DB, a semantic description of its contents. This KoD bears some similarity to DBs such as DBIR and LIMB (Keen et al., 1992) . However, DBIR and LIMB were produced more for human consumption than for machine processing, and they provide virtually none of the information contained by the KoD. The semantic description of a member DB could consist of a set of keywords from its schema DB that are matched against the terms in the query to determine if the DB is relevant to the query. A more sophisticated approach would add synonym or thesaurus processing. A still more sophisticated approach would capture the full semantics of the relationships among the schemas of all member DBs using an expressive language such as predicate logic. Rather than encode all pairwise semantic relationships, we can encode relationships between a reference ontology of biology, and other DB schemas. Deductive techniques can then be used to infer indirect relationships. For example, Qian's deductive mediation techniques compute a proof of the relevance of a DB to a query, and compute a mapping from the conceptualization of the input query into the conceptualization of each relevant DB (Qian, 1993; Qian and Raschid, 1995) . Another issue concerns the conceptualization used to specify the initial query. Every query must be speci ed using some conceptualization. Possible choices include: (1) the conceptualization of one particular existing DB; (2) the conceptualization of any existing DB; (3) a special new conceptualization invented for the purpose of multidatabase queries; (4) some combination of old and new conceptualizations. From the user's point of view, the most convenient choice is to use that combination of conceptualizations that he nds most familiar. We can satisfy Assumption 7 by allowing the user to formulate their query using whatever conceptualization they are most familiar with, and by translating from that conceptualization into the conceptualization of member DBs (using detailed knowledge of the relationships between the conceptualizations that is stored in the KoD).
Constructing the KoD
I call the KoD a knowledge base because ideally, it would describe complex relationships among DB schemas that can probably best be captured using the expressive representations of AI knowledge-base technology. Several questions arise: (1) How does schema information get into the KoD? (2) How is the KoD updated when a schema changes? (3) How is information about relationships among schemas acquired? The answers to these questions are as follows. (1) The KoD must describe the schemas of a multitude Figure 3 : A Knowledge base of Databases records access information for biological DBs (which we call the directory of databases), and semantic information about DB contents.
of DBs, using a single unifying representation. These schemas are originally de ned in many di erent data-de nition languages including OPM, SQL, ACeDB, Gemstone, THEO, Prolog, ASN.1, and at les (many at les actually have no formal schema de nition). Ideally, automatic translators would convert from each of these data-de nition languages into the common language used within the KoD. Figure 1 shows such translators to the right. Just as we envision DB drivers to translate among DB instance information, we use schema translators to translate schema information. For example, an ASN.1 translator could take a Genbank ASN.1 schema as input, and produce a rst-order logic encoding of that schema as output, for insertion into the KoD. (2) When a DB schema is updated, the new version could quickly be entered into the KoD, using such automatic translations.
(3) The logical axioms that describe relationships among DB schemas would in all likelihood be entered manually by humans who understand the relationships among these schemas. Even manual performance of such tasks is made very di cult by the poor documentation available for most biological DBs, which hinders human comprehension of DB schemas.
7 The Query Planner
To answer a complex multiDB query, we divide and conquer by transforming the query into a sequence of operations that query di erent DBs, and operations that translate and combine the results of those individual queries to assemble an overall answer to the original query. That sequence of operations comprises a query plan. The Query Planner takes as input the user's multiDB query (expressed in a general formalism such as rst-order logic), and produces as output a query plan that is a more operational form of the user's query. The query plan is expressed in the same formalism as the user's query, but it is more operational because it contains sub queries directed at speci c member DBs, and those sub queries are expressed in the conceptualizations of those DBs. We illustrate the query-planning process using our example query. But rst, it is helpful to express our example query in a more precise form, such as either of the following two alternatives:
Find the set of all Pathways P and Genes G such that: G is the set of genes that code for enzymes that catalyze a reaction in P, AND At least 4 genes within G lie within 500KB of one another.
or:
Find the set of all tuples (Pi G) where:
Pi is a pathway; There exists R, the set of all reaction in Pi;
There exists E, the set of all enzymes that catalyze a reaction in R; G is the set of genes that encode an enzyme in E, or a subunit of an enzyme in E; At least 4 genes within G lie within 500KB of one another.
A loosely stated plan for answering our example query is as follows. (This query plan has been simpli ed in a number of respects, but it captures many important aspects of the process.) The plan consists of two di erent subtasks: steps 1{5 assemble lists of pathway{enzyme pairs; step 7 nds neighboring genes that code for those enzymes. These subtasks are each accomplished by a set of steps, that in turn must be customized for each queried DB: Di erent DBs use di erent schemas and conceptualizations (and so forth), so the process of collecting gene lists from each genomic-map DB is di erent for each DB.
1. Query the Pathways class in EcoCyc for a list of all metabolic pathways, yielding the set P (the Relevance Module determined that EcoCyc is relevant to this query because the KoD indicates that the EcoCyc Pathway class semantically matches the Pathways concept in the query) 2. For each pathway P i in P, retrieve the set of reactions in that pathway from the Reaction-List attribute of Pi, yielding the set R (the KoD indicates that the Reaction-List attribute in
EcoCyc encodes the list of reactions in a pathway, which the query requested)
3. For each reaction R i in R, retrieve the enzymes that catalyze R from the Enzyme attribute of R i , yielding the set E 4. Join Pi with E to yield a set of tuples T of the form (P i E) that lists all enzymes involved in pathway P i 5. Execute analogues of steps 1{4 for the EMP DB, with appropriate modi cations to re ect the schema and the conceptualization of EMP, thus yielding additional pathway{enzyme tuples (the Relevance Module determined that EMP also contains information about pathways, reactions and enzymes, and the KoD identi es the relationships between terms in the query and elds in EMP) 6. Take the union of the sets of pathway{enzyme tuples from EcoCyc and from EMP, yielding the set P 7. For each relevant genomic-map DB, DB i , do the following:
For each distinct pathway P i listed in the tuples in P, do the following:
{ Find all genes in DB i whose product is an enzyme E such that the tuple (P i E) is an element of P, yielding the set of genes G { If there exist 4 or more elements of G that lie on the same chromosome, and whose map positions all lie within 500KB, return those elements plus P i as an answer to the query The user's query contained this basic structure of subtasks and steps. The job of the query planner is to adapt and customize the subtasks and steps to each relevant DB. The Relevance Module tells the Mediator which DBs are relevant; the adaption process is guided by the knowledge about relationships among DB schemas that are stored in the KoD. An optimizer can order the steps in the query plan to increase its e ciency using many of the same techniques as traditional DB query optimizers (the query optimization problem for multiDB systems is the subject of ongoing research, however). In addition, some steps of the query plan can be carried out in parallel.
The Query Evaluator
The Query Evaluator does the actual work of evaluating the query plan. Many of the steps in the query plan are queries to be applied to a single member DB. The query evaluator performs three tasks in order to evaluate each query: First, it translates the query from the internal representation of the Mediator (such as rst-order logic) into the query language of the member DB (such as SQL). Then, it physically applies the query to the DB. Finally, it translates the results of the query from the conceptualization of the member DB into the conceptualization of the query. The QE employs a collection of DB drivers to do most of its actual work. A DB driver is a generic interface between the Mediator and a family of DBMSs. For example, one driver may provide access to ORACLE DBs, a second driver provides access to Object Store DBs, and a third driver provides access to the THEO frame knowledge representation system. As input, the DB driver accepts a query in the query language of the member DB, plus a speci cation of the physical location of the DB to query. The driver rst translates the query into the query language of the member DB, such as ORACLE SQL (this task is fairly straightforward since well-known mappings exist between rst-order logic and DB query languages). Then the DB driver physically transmits the query to the DB, and retrieves the query results. The QE consults the KoD to determine both what DB driver to use to query a given DB, and to nd the physical location of the DB. For example, the KoD may tell the evaluator that to query GenBank, it can either use an ASN.1 DB driver to query ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, or use a Sybase DB driver to query genbank.nlm.nih.gov. The DB driver also translates the format of the query results into the format used within the Mediator (such as expressions in predicate logic). But translations of format are not the only ones that must be applied to the query results. Semantic translations must also be applied. For example, genomic map positions may be stored in centimorgans in one DB, and in kilobases in another. Such positions must be translated into common units before they can be compared. Once again, the KoD contains the information about semantic relationships that allowed the Query Planner to encode semantic translations on query results within the query plan.
9 Discussion Which components of the proposed architecture will be hard to realize and which will be easy? Which components require advances in computer science? What strategy will achieve this vision and also produce useful results in the near term? The easiest components to implement are the DB drivers, and the DB directory part of the KoD. From a computer-science point of view, the technology to build these components is well in hand. Di erent groups can begin implementing di erent DB drivers in an incremental fashion, with immediate bene ts for Approaches (1){(4). The most di cult problem will be for di erent groups to agree on common formalisms for representing queries and intermediate results | the inputs and outputs of the drivers. The more di cult components are the Mediator, the schema translators, and the semanticrelationships part of the KoD. These problems are active research areas in computer science, however, impressive results and implemented systems have already been obtained. Past research on schema translation includes (Markowitz and Makowsky, 1990 ). Qian's work on mediation provides techniques for the Relevance Modules and the Query Planner (Qian, 1993; Qian and Raschid, 1995) . The SIMS system of Arens et al has many similarities to the proposed architecture (Arens et al., 1993; Arens et al., 1996) . It determines what member DBs are relevant to a user query. It translates user queries from a common conceptualization to the conceptualization used in di erent member DBs. It optimizes its query plan based on past performance measurements of member DBs, and it can revise a query plan to handle member DBs that become inaccessible. SIMS does have several limitations: it cannot represent some types of schema relationships, it lacks a DB-directory capability, it has no schema translators, and it has been applied to a subset of the DB types relevant to bioinformatics (SIMS has DB drivers for the ORACLE relational DBMS, MUMPS DBs, LOOM frame knowledge bases, and programs). SIMS has been tested in two real-world domains: information management for tramua care and transportation. In the latter domain SIMS provided access to eight relational DBMSs of moderate size. It executed 21 sample queries on locally accessible DBs in an average of 1 CPU second each. The Kleisli system from UPenn is the existing bioinformatics program that most closely approaches the proposed architecture. Kleisli contains a suite of DB drivers, and a query evaluator that performs complex optimizations and data transformations. Kleisli lacks the Relevance Module and the Query Planner and therefore does not satisfy Requirements 6 or 7. We noted in Section 3 that the list of assumptions and requirements presented in that section is only an approximation of the actual requirements (and assumptions) that will hold for any given group of biologist users. An important question is: How variable are the requirements of di erent users? Will di erent users require access to markedly di erent numbers of DBs? Will the schemas of those DBs exhibit radically di erent degrees of volatility? Will query complexity and performance requirements di er signi cantly? The architecture proposed here will not be optimal for every possible combination of requirements. No single architecture will be the best for all interoperation problems, so if we nd large communities of users with radically di erent requirements, we should be pursuing multiple architectures simultaneously. Or, we can pursue a meta-architecture (or a generative architecture) such as that under development in the ARPA I 3 (Intelligent Integration of Information) community | a research program on DB interoperation in the Defense Department. That generative architecture (Hull and King, 1995) allows us to plug together di erent software components to construct a warehouse or a Mediator or a hybrid architecture | depending on which ts the demands of a particular interoperation problem the best. Although such an approach will be more di cult to achieve than any single architecture, it o ers the promise of great adaptability.
Summary
The vision presented in this paper is primarily driven by the following considerations: Molecular-biology DBs exhibit heterogeneity at a variety of levels Their schemas are complex, and change frequently We should not require biologist end users to know the location, access mechanism, and schema of every DB they wish to query The ability to process complex multiDB queries will allow biologists to answer questions that cannot be tackled using hypertext approaches Many biologists may not be able to identify in advance a relatively small subset of the hundreds of existing biological DBs that are relevant to all of their queries Users require timely access to most recent DB versions These considerations shaped the architecture presented herein in a number of ways. Heterogeneity requires translators, and the proposed architecture has several: schema translators, conceptual translators (in the Mediator), and format translators (in the DB drivers). By assuming Internet accessibility of the relevant DBs, we allow access to the full set of Internet-queryable DBs, and we provide rapid access to DB updates. In order to insulate users from knowing DB locations, access methods, and schemas, that knowledge must reside within the system itself; the KoD is the repository of that knowledge. Schema translation allows us to update the encoding of a schema within the KoD rapidly when a schema changes. The use of a high-level representation such as rst-order logic within the KoD allows us to alter knowledge of semantic relationships quickly when a schemas changes. The Query Planner further insulates users from knowledge of DB speci cs by taking an abstract user query and converting it into an operational plan for querying an assortment of member DBs.
